Outstanding UPS Seniors Are Picked
For Who's Who Among Students Award;
Scholarship, Activities and Honors
Are Basis for Selecting Winners

Back row: John Whalley, Ronald Sleight, Fred Golladay, Joel Thienes, Richard Moulden.
Front row: Sheri Zabel, Roberta Whinery, Shirley Jewett, Lisette Shaw, Martha Watson.

Madrigal Singers
Present Annual Christmas Program

By Roberta Kunto

The University Madrigal Singers, under the direction of Dr. Bruce Rodgers, will present their 12th annual program of Christmas music in the Recital Hall on four consecutive evenings beginning with a matinee tomorrow at 4:00 pm and on Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8:15 pm.

Dr. Rodgers founded the University Madrigal Singers in 1952 shortly after his appointment to the directorship of the UPS School of Music. Since then the group has grown in popularity to the point that tickets for their appearances are always in short supply. In addition to their annual concerts they also make radio and TV appearances. Since all are members of the Adelphian Concert Choir, the Madrigal Singers have made appearances also as part of the annual Adelphian tour program.

This year's Christmas program, like all others, will contain both familiar and unfamiliar music to the audiences. Each year different selections are presented, but yet there is a sufficient number of familiar carols which are traditionally a part of our Christmas celebration.

The program this year will cover the full Christmas story in song and the spoken word beginning with the Expectation, the Prophecy, the Fulfilment, the Shepherds, the Manger, Christmas Joy Through Symbols, O Joyful Day and Silent Night.

Each step in the narration of the Christmas story above indicated will be covered by carols, ancient songs and folk tunes as told through the full Madrigal group, soloists and instruments.

Featured guest artist of the University Madrigal Singers will be Jacki Hofto, freshman, who will play both the accordion and the flute in the telling of the Christmas tale. Jacki will join soloists from the Madrigals including Judy Anderson, contralto accompanied by accordion, and Beth Pederson, contralto, accompanied by the lute and flute.

Ralph Bauman Selected
To All-American Team

By Ron Mann

The University of Puget Sound added another page to the saga of the Northwest when Logger co-captain Ralph Bauman was named to the NAIA first team All-American squad last week.

Bauman was only the fourth gridder in the entire history of UPS to be given this honor, and was only the second player to be named to the first team. Dick Brown (1948), Warren Wood (1960), and Bob Mitchel (1956) are the other Loggers who have been given All-American recognition. Mitchel, also a guard, was named to the first team, while Brown and Wood were placed on the second team.

When notified that he had been selected to the national small college dream team Bauman expressed complete surprise. "I just couldn't believe it. It was just beginning to sink in that I had made the NAIA All-Coast team, and I was completely surprised when I found out they had named me to the All-American team. I still can't believe that this has happened to me," said Bauman.

(Continued on Page 7)
Cross-Current Appeals
To Student Authors

By Dennis Hale

Attention aspiring authors: With the return of the November issue, Cross-Currents began its third year of publication. We are now soliciting original works to be published in the December issue. We welcome contributions from students of all majors, including essays, poems, short stories, and reviews of books and films. The deadline for submissions is December 15. Please submit your work to the Cross-Currents office in the Administration Building, Room 123.

From The Corner
by CRUM

Christmas Round the Campus, a traditional event at Central IFC Conference. The IFC representative for a Central IFC Conference that "conviviality" reigned supreme. For anybody who has attended conferences, such a spirit can be beneficial to positive ideas and discussions. However, this spirit can also limit the insight of the delegates. In talking with some of the representatives, I believe that their fraternal vision was not 20/20. Even if their vision is not perfect, fraternities have numerous positive points. Social graces are stressed. Also, fraternities are something positive to identify with. This identity is especially important to freshmen. Moreover, academic aid is extended to pledges and members alike. Valuable contacts are offered frequently and many members are treated like a good friend. However, social graces and courtesies are treated like a good friend. An hour of people-watching in the SUB or any "corner" is most revealing! No, I'm not trying to sound prude, but I am questioning the depth of fraternal social teachings.

Another weakness, as I see it, is the way in which the rules are interpreted. For many "the house" is their home. And what is their home? The men from the "house" are not "listening" — or watching — the changing orientation of American colleges and universities. Granted, "looking" leaves much to be desired. Granted, fraternities are not the only examples of behind-the-scenes institutions. Grant, however, the student selected for this exchange must have a 2.6 grade point average; an ability to speak well, and a willingness to address groups both in Japan and in America; a valid personal reason for wishing to study in Japan; and a commitment to the men of a different culture; and that they have a knowledge of the English language.

On the other hand, the group has also sponsored several cultural exchanges and arranged for UPS student John Delp's visit to Japan last year. The student who is selected for the exchange will speak to different groups in the Japanese city. He will work closely with the student and facultyPersonas at the school's sister university in Japan, and will also work closely with his/her school's sister university in Japan. The student will be selected by a panel of faculty members that includes John Delp, the student's academic advisor, and the vice president of the Student Senate.

Student Will Go to Japan

A UPS student will be offered the chance to attend the school's sister university in Japan next year. The student, who will be selected by the UPS Student University Committee, will be the first UPS exchange student to attend the Japanese college. The student will have a 2.6 grade point average, an ability to speak well, and a willingness to address groups both in Japan and in America; a valid personal reason for wishing to study in Japan; and a commitment to the men of a different culture; and that they have a knowledge of the English language.

The student selected for the exchange will speak to different groups in the Japanese city. He will work closely with the student and facultyPersonas at the school's sister university in Japan, and will also work closely with his/her school's sister university in Japan. The student will be selected by a panel of faculty members that includes John Delp, the student's academic advisor, and the vice president of the Student Senate.

Student Will Go to Japan

A UPS student will be offered the chance to attend the school's sister university in Japan next year. The student, who will be selected by the UPS Student University Committee, will be the first UPS exchange student to attend the Japanese college. The student will have a 2.6 grade point average, an ability to speak well, and a willingness to address groups both in Japan and in America; a valid personal reason for wishing to study in Japan; and a commitment to the men of a different culture; and that they have a knowledge of the English language.

The student selected for the exchange will speak to different groups in the Japanese city. He will work closely with the student and facultyPersonas at the school's sister university in Japan, and will also work closely with his/her school's sister university in Japan. The student will be selected by a panel of faculty members that includes John Delp, the student's academic advisor, and the vice president of the Student Senate.
Christmas Round Campus
Just Around the Corner

Christmas Round-the-Campus, a traditional event at UPS, will climax the Christmas festivities. The program is scheduled for Dec. 19.

Highlighting the day's activities will be the Christmas play, "A Child is Born," by Stephen Vincent Benet, to be produced by the UPS Campus Players. The play, scheduled for 8 pm in Jones auditorium, will star sophomore Kitty Zittle.

Other events of the day include caroling around the campus by candlelight and the Christmas dinner. Carolers will gather at 4 pm and with lighted candles will walk around the campus singing yuletide songs. Immediately following the caroling will be the traditional Christmas dinner. The dinner will be highlighted by a message from Dr. Thompson and a Christmas story, told by Dr. Phillips. From the dinner guests will go to the Christmas play.

General Chairman of Christmas Round the Campus are Linda Abbenhouse and Karen Ristvet. Other chairmen are Layne Alexander, table setting; Candy Ackerman and Darlene Cooper, decorations, and Lorrie Cunningham, publicity.

Other Christmas activities on campus include concerts by the Madricals, and performances by the Choral Readers.

Bicycle Club Being Formed

Dr. Z. F. Danes, associate professor of physics, is interested in forming a bicycle club for pleasure riding here at the University. Interested students are invited to call him for further information, or send a note stating their name and where he can reach them. His office is located in room 1 in the basement of Howarth Hall. Dr. Danes also mentioned the possibilities of a racing team to represent the University in the collegiate and national cycling events which take place in this area each year.

Dr. Danes is himself an ardent cyclist and has competed in many events both locally and in his native Czechoslovakia.
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**Triellander and Sons**

Greek styling for the modern bride

A set of quiet beauty...designed in 14K gold with antique gold finish. The form-fitting rings which hug each other are hand-modeled showing the marquises (diamanté) recessed in oxidized gold. Unusual, beautiful, contemporary from $195.

Credit of course! 919 Broadway

---

**LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS**

**CHICKEN DEN**

Delux Burgers, Fries, Chicken and more in sleek, clean, comfortable atmosphere.

813 DIVISION • FU 3-1471

---

**Fast, Modern Dorm Service**

**PROCTOR SHOE REPAIR**

3817½ North 26th
All Work Guaranteed

---

**Phi Delta Theta**

The annual Phi Delta Theta Christmas Dance was held last Saturday night at the Smoke-
Political Legacy of John F. Kennedy

Late Chief Leaves Mark

By Earl R. Krausche, Ph.D.
Department of Political Science

Within the last month, the man who put the people of the United States and of the world have lived through a harrowing and horrifying experience, the reverberations of which will carry long into the future and the impact of which on the course of history may never be fully calculated. The heinous assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, thirty-fifth President of the United States, was an act which even now continues to defy the comprehension of the most sophisticated political analysts. Moreover, the brutal murder of Mr. Kennedy's assassinated brother serves to add the nation's revulsion, since it strikes at the very base of American traditions of jurisprudence. Under traditions of United States law, the man accused of assassinating the late President died technically an innocent man: he was never tried and convicted. Such violence is a perversion of the law, for when individuals take it upon themselves to dispense retribution, we cannot enhance the procedures of due process, but in fact only serve to undermine those laws and hence to undermine the entire political structure.

We Must Not Forget

Yet these deeds have been done, and we as a people cannot—indeed must not—continue to dwell on the past. It is to the future that we must now turn. At the same time, we must allow ourselves to forget these dreadful days. We must never forget the courage and the melancholy booming of cannons. We must never forget the flag-draped caisson and the rideless black horse which rode behind the fallen leader. We must never forget the procession of kings, caliphs, and potentates, represent- dent in their brained uniforms, flowing robes, top hats and fezes, the greatest assemblage of dignitaries ever to appear to the same time in the city of Washington. We must never forget the millions of “little people” who, united in their mourning, honored their young President. We must never forget the stoic forbearance and dignity of the bearded widow, and the uncomprehending salute of a three year-old son at the passing of his father's casket. We must never forget the grief of the people even now heavy in the air and the American earth soaked with the tears of an entire nation. Nor must we forget the subdued wailing of the wind in the woodlands, of Arkansas, and the silent drifting of dead leaves from the giant trees on the hill where the President’s body was lying in state. We must never forget the glow of a blood-red sun that faded behind that hill on the bleak November afternoon in 1963 when the Presi- dent of the United States was buried. But most of all, we must never forget the man—John F. Kennedy himself—and the hopes and aspirations which he articulated.

Kennedy the Man

What of this man, John Kennedy? What is the political legacy he bequeathed to the nation? It is obviously much too early to accurately assess the contributions which Mr. Kennedy may or may not have made to our nation and to the world. For Mr. Kennedy was a short-term President, perhaps the most capable and wither short-term Presidents. Our great Presidents have needed time to consolidate their programs and policies. Mr. Kennedy had little time, and hence it is likely that his place in history will be based not so much on his accomplishments as chief executive as on the quality of the man himself and on the intensity with which he pursued policies he felt the nation needed. Hence it is likely to be said that Mr. Kennedy was a man of his generation, an articulate spokesman for enlightenment in the strange new world which evolved after World War II. It will be said, no doubt, that he appeared to possess an extraordinary sense of history, that he had a firm belief in the power of ideas and in the cultured intellect. At the same time, analysts will point out that Mr. Kennedy commanded much of the political sophistication of the seasoned politician — a quality remarkable for a man so young. It will be said that, because he was a young man, he represented the young nation. Hence there can be no doubt that he so sorely needed to implement what he so sorely needed to implement from a position of strength, and it can be asserted that in the field of international politics he was as successful as any of his distinguished predecessors. He had gathered about him gifted assistants, and he used them with consummate skill. Yet he alone administered the affairs of state, and he alone was responsible, as chief executive, for the decisions made and the course which policy took.

Political Problems

It was in domestic politics that Mr. Kennedy was least successful, for he here was dealing with other kinds of politicians — and on their own ground, as it were. To be successful with the Congress of the United States, the President generally finds that he must play Congress’ game, and according to the rules of the Congress, he must observe and not merely control the party. For the Congress is a deliberative body, and those who pour themselves into the furrows of the political stream.

Fifth, and for our purposes, finally, there is no effective leadership within the party, for the party is too divided by sectionalism, the basic differences will continue — if not to complete — the tasks he set out to accomplish.

Thus, the words of President Johnson are particularly salient: "The time has come for Americans of all races and creeds and political beliefs to understand, to respect one another, to let us put an end to the teaching and the preaching of hate and evil and violence. Let us turn away from the fanatics of the far left and the far right, from the apostles of bitterness and bigotry, from those defiant of law, and those who pour venom into our nation’s blood-stream."

Nation Still Lives

For the nation still lives, and the nation that lives still has a vision to fulfill. The human dream, the hope, the aspiration, persists. The gray November has passed. The hills still stand, the trees are firmly rooted. The pulse of democracy still beats. The sun that set behind the hill at Arlington has risen to shine again. But democracy is a fragile flower which can wilt and wither unless it is properly nurtured by men willing to give it tender care. In the words that the late President himself: "With a good conscience our only sure reward, with history the final judge of our deserts, conscience our only sure reward, with history the final judge of our deserts."
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UPS Loggers Undefeated After First Three Games

UPS Has Balanced Attack, Needs Student Body Spirit

By Roy Kimbel

With a decisive 76-71 win over Pacific Lutheran University added to their three game undefeated streak, the University of Puget Sound Logger basketballers move into a two game homestand this weekend, when Lewis and Clark College invades Friday night and Linfield College visits Saturday night. Game time both nights is 8 pm.

The Loggers, supported by a strong forward wall of Dick Dahlstrom, 6-6, 230 pound forward, Bob Sprague, 6-9, 250-pound center, Bob Abelsett, 6-5, 215-pound forward, and Mike Havnaer, 6-4, 190 pound forward guard, have shown exceptional poise under pressure and outstanding shooting in their first three outings. The backcourt of only five free throws in 34 attempts. The backcourt of Bill Tipton, 5-10, 155 pounds and Rich Brines, 6-2, 190 pounds, have hit at a rate of 65 percent from the floor and have missed only five free throws in 34 attempts.

Leading the scoring column are with 11 per game, followed by Rich Brines with a 16.7 per game average. Dahlstrom is followed by Rich Brines with a 16.7 per game average.

Now that the Loggers have moved off to a fast start in the 1963-64 basketball season and have shown capabilities on the basketball court only one thing is lacking—SCHOOL SPIRIT. A team can only build up so much spirit and confidence during a week of turnouts. The rest of the confidence must be obtained by looking at the stands as they walk out on the floor before the game begins. A lot of spirit can be lost when they see only half of the stands full. Coach Wilkerson has come up with a group of hustling men this season that are willing to give their all for UPS—is the UPS Student Body ready to give their fullest for the Logger basketballers.

Lewis and Clark's senior has a reputation for being a power house in their conference. In pre-season polls, they were ranked 15th in the nation among small colleges. As for Linfield, the have connected on 31 of 61 shots for a 50.8 percent average. A basketball team is only as good as the support they receive. So, let's support and win as good as the support they received. So, let's support and win for UPS— is the UPS Student Body ready to give their fullest for the Loggers.

The Loggers have a young but capable bench with one senior, three sophomores and one freshman. Joe Peyton, 6-2, 194 pounds is the lone freshman on the varsity at the present time. Carl Spiekerman, 5-11, 165 pounds, Mike Pipe, 6-2, 180 pounds and Wayne Carlson, 6-2, 165 pounds round out the sophomore representation. Jerry Kaiga, 6-5, 200-pound senior, is a strong rebounder.

Now that the Loggers have moved off to a fast start in the 1963-64 basketball season and have shown capabilities on the basketball court only one thing is lacking—SCHOOL SPIRIT. A team can only build up so much spirit and confidence during a week of turnouts. The rest of the confidence must be obtained by looking at the stands as they walk out on the floor before the game begins. A lot of spirit can be lost when they see only half of the stands full. Coach Wilkerson has come up with a group of hustling men this season that are willing to give their all for UPS—is the UPS Student Body ready to give their fullest for the Logger basketballers.

The Knights who were preceded in the opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers. The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers. The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers.

The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers. The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers.

The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers. The opening moments of the game the shock the fast-moving Loggers.
Baumann Shows Leadership

(Continued From Page 1)

The son of Mr. and Mrs. Har­ley A. Bauman of Wilkeson, Wn., Ralph attended White River High School. While there he was a three-year letterman in football and track and was awarded the Babe Ruth Sportsmanship Trophy, symbolic of outstanding sportsmanship and leadership throughout a high school career, at the end of his senior year.

After graduation he was offered scholarships to both the University of Washington and Western Washington, but chose to come to UPS instead. "Although both offers were slightly better than the one UPS offered me (if you make the team we will give you the scholarship) I felt I would be better off to stay close to home," commented Bauman. Both UPS and Bauman are happy to decide to come to the Logger campus.

During his freshman year at the Tacoma campus Ralph, a 5'11" 210-pound youngster, was shifted from fullback to guard. "This was a slight disappointment to me since I had played fullback and had never even tried before. "I like offense but I would rather play defense," related Bauman. He must have averaged over 85, as he assisted tackles a game this year, an outstanding feat in any league.

In addition he was voted the Stagg Memorial Award by his teammates for outstanding leadership and stalwart play, and was named to the all-conference team on both offense and defense.

"Playing football and keeping my grades up doesn't give me much time for social activities," Ralph answered when asked about his other campus pursuits. "I don't think I will be able to keep active in my fraternity (Sigma Nu) and try to attend as many of its functions as time permits," he continued.

Bauman will receive his degree this summer and would like to play pro football if he receives the opportunity. "I would like to try to make either an AFL or a Canadian league team," said Bauman, "but if I don't make it as a pro I will either go into the Coast Guard to get my military obligation out of the way or go into some type of sales work and play for the Teyes' semi-pro team," he stated.

STAFF WRITERS
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Federal Old Line of Seattle met the University of Puget Sound in the championship game of the Tacoma Athletic Commission Invitational Basketball Tournament at the UPS Fieldhouse and walked away victorious.

The Seattle Federals built up an early lead in the first half and then continued to match the Loggers basket for basket until the final buzzer with the score reading 86-69 in favor of the Fed. A former University of Washington star, 6'8" Dale Easley, led the Federals in scoring with 35 points while Bob Sprague was tossing in 16 points for the Loggers.

The game took third place by trouncing St. Martin's 71-60. Tom Whalen and Marv Frederickson were the big guns in leading the Lutes to victory.

WRA to Sponsor Volleyball Games

The Women's Recreation Association, WRA, is presently sponsoring an interliving group volleyball tournament. Those groups taking part are Harrington Hall, Kayra Alpha Theta, Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, and Tri-Delta.

Everyone participating in the tournament was required to turn out three times for practice before they were eligible to be in the game. The tournament is played every week day at 4 pm in the girls gym.

The results so far are: Harrington Hall defeat Kappa Alpha Theta, Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, and Tri-Delta.

WRA is also starting a riding club. The club is not yet completely organized and is still seeking members. Kate McKenna will be chairman of the riding club.

At the last general meeting of WRA Bunny Arenz was awarded the inspirational hockey award. Hockey films of a previous hockey game were also shown at the meeting.

A quiet, highly personable young man of 22 years, Bauman neither smokes nor uses profane language. He is an athlete in the truest sense of the word, a credit to his team and his school. In short, Ralph Bauman epitomizes the goals of athletics. He is definitely an All-American.
Team Plays
First Games
The UPS freshmen team, under the first year mentor Ed Johnson, split their first two games of the season last weekend. Last Friday the Fresh dumped the PLU freshmen 60-55 but lost their Saturday night encounter with the Seattle Pacific Jayvees 68-43.
Larry Smyth tallied 20 points while Gary Birkel was pouring in 18 points against the Lutes. These were the top scoring performances of the weekend.
UPS Fresh scoring: (UPS vs. PLU) Smyth-20, McKegney-4, Birkel-18, Normile-6, Smith-6, Hale-2, Noah-4, Griffiths.

Rich Brines, 6-2, 190-pound guard, is in his fourth season as Logger hoopster. Last season, Brines received honorable mention in the Evergreen Conference. In the three games this season, he is averaging 16.7 points per game. Going into this weekend’s contest, Brines has a string of 18 straight free throws going.

The UPS Loggers are off and running to what could possibly be one of the ir greatest seasons. The Loggers have defeated the vastly improved St. Martin’s Rangers, Pacific Lutheran, and Seattle Pacific in their opening trio of games this season. What has really been impressive this season is the way that the Loggers have won their games. In all three victories the Maroon and White have overcome intense pressure by the opposition to capture the victory.

Against St. Martin’s the Loggers thwarted a last minute surge by the Rangers that sent the game into overtime and outlasted the scrappy Olympia crew for their first victory in the PAC Tournament.

Against PLU the Loggers had to come from behind and took advantage of the breaks to jump into a 10-point lead early in the second half. From this point on the Lutes pressed the Loggers’ offense, used every maneuver to break a man free for a good shot on offense, and generally forced the Loggers to “prove” themselves. In every instance the Loggers held the Lutes in check. Their shooting boarded on the phenomenal, their defense was tough to crack, and their hustle was outstanding. THEY PLAYED AS THEY TRULY WANTED TO WIN.

In Seattle the Loggers momentum continued to build. The Falcons found themselves 10 points behind by the midway point of the first half. It was not until the second half that the Falcons were able to stretch their wings. They began to press the Loggers’ offense, harass the Tacoma Axemen, and force the Loggers into costly mistakes, but once again UPS was up to the task of playing pressure basketball and quickly scored 10 straight points late in the second half to ice the ball game. At no time during the game did they appear rattled or unable to cope with the situation.

With “Baby” Bob Sprague (6’9”, 250), “Batting” Bob Abelsett (6’5”, 215), and “Dynamo” Dick Dahlstrom (6’6”, 225) in the front court and “Marauder” Mike Havnaer (6’4”, 195) and “Roguing” Rich Brines in the backcourt the Loggers will provide more excitement this year than the submarine races below the Narrows Bridge. Dahlstrom is off to a tremendous start. He has been rebounding and shooting much better than last season and will be a definite asset to the Loggers. Abelsett and Brines are playing their usual steady ball. Rich has turned into a floor leader par excellence and is one of the steadiest shots on the squad.

Havnaer and Sprague have been doing more than their share on the backboards and promise to develop into two of the top rebounders in the Northwest.

The Loggers will be playing Lewis and Clark on Friday and Linfield on Saturday night. Both games will be played at the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse. THE LOGGERS HAVE EVERYTHING TO MAKE THEM A CHAMPIONSHIP BALL CLUB THIS SEASON EXCEPT STUDENT SUPPORT, SO PLAN TO ATTEND BOTH GAMES THIS WEEKEND AND WATCH THE LUMBERJACKS CUT DOWN THE PIONEERS AND WILDCATS.
FROSH cheerleaders are, left to right: Jane Nellis and Pam Bryan. Row 2: Diane Seera and Jo Ann Paulson.

Cheerleaders Selected
Jo Ann Poulsen, Alpha Phi; Diane Seera, Kappa Alpha Theta; Jane Nellis and Pam Bryan, of Pi Beta Phi have been chosen as cheerleaders for this year's freshman basketball team. The Freshman Class Council handled the impartial judging. Each of the girls who tried out introduced was asked to explain the role that cheerleaders play. After the girls did their routines. They were asked questions about getting along with the other members of the cheerleading team. The council then voted on which girls would be selected as cheerleaders. The girls were notified by mail of their selection. The girls then practiced their routines in preparation for the upcoming basketball season.

Library Installs Photocopy Device
The library has installed a new self-service, coin-operated, photocopy machine for the benefit of the students and all others who care to use it. Known as the DOCU-STAT, the device offers a quick duplication of any type of printed matter whether book, magazine or letter sheet. The photocopy machine is located in the basement hall leading to the student lounge of the library. It is available for use when the library is open. The machine copies anything up to 10 inches by 14 inches placed on its glass top and delivers a clear 8 1/2 inch by 11 inch copy in 30 seconds after a 25 cent coin has been inserted. There are no dial turns, nothing to set, no possible chance of a wrong exposure. Every copy is perfect. It easily copies letters, stapled material, magazine articles, and can direct reproduce pages in books without having to remove the page.

Vacation Bus Service Offered
There will be charter bus service going to the Spokane and Montana areas over Christmas vacation at reduced prices for UPS and PLU students. The cost for a round trip ticket to Spokane for the holidays will be approximately $12, which is a saving of over 10%. Those interested in making reservations should contact Ron Mann at Ext. 763 before Friday. It is not necessary to place reservations at this time but it is important that you make your intentions known.

Campus Shorts
The part-time job placement office has been moved from the basement of the SUB to room 108 in Jones Hall. Mr. Clark Hilliard's placement department will now share the offices of the Student Financial Aid department. The freshman class council this year. The council, this year led by Freshman class presy, Rick Draughon, was initiated last year. It is comprised of representatives of all the living groups on campus.

The council is represented on Central Board by its president and is organized to unite the freshman class and enlarge its contributions to the school.

Traditional activities of the freshman class include being responsible for the Homecoming bonfire, and the branding of the Yule Log at the Christmas dinner.

Leading the freshmen, besides president Rick Draughon are Bill Carter, vice-president, Julie Kiper, sec-treas, and Gary Birchler, sergeant-at-arms.

Christmas Keeps Spurs Extra Busy
Spar Christmas activities include decorate Jones Hall, caroling for the Christmas play, and singing at various rest homes in the Tacoma area. The group has also been hosting for various Christmas concerts and programs.

New dress uniforms for the group are black dresses and hats. These uniforms will be worn when the group sings for church and concerts.

Mrs. Robert Beaumier, president of Nu Province, Sigma Alpha Iota, made her official visit to Beta Delta chapter Dec. 5. Mrs. Beaumier held conferences with the officers and members during her visit. Mrs. Kehler and Mrs. Shreder, candidates for Ski Professional membership were formally pledged. A musical presented by Nancy Preston and Joy Wardin followed the pledging ceremony.

At last night's meeting Ginny Clinton gave a report on "Comparing Music Schools in the United States, Russia and Austria." Gwen Seales presented a talk on "Honors and Awards" as fraternity education.

WASHINGTON - A last minute overtime win by the first victim of the University of Washington Huskies ended the hopes of the Loggers. That the Loggers lost was a triumph of a wrong exposure. Professional membership were formally pledged. A musicale of all the living groups on campus. The group has also been hosting for various Christmas concerts and programs.

FRESHMAN COUNCIL PLANS ACTIVITIES
The election of freshman basketball cheerleaders and making a freshman scrapbook are new activities undertaken by the freshman class council this year. The council, this year led by Freshman class presy, Rick Draughon, was initiated last year. It is comprised of representatives of all the living groups on campus.

The council is represented on Central Board by its president and is organized to unite the freshman class and enlarge its contributions to the school.

Traditional activities of the freshman class include being responsible for the Homecoming bonfire, and the branding of the Yule Log at the Christmas dinner.

Leading the freshmen, besides president Rick Draughon are Bill Carter, vice-president, Julie Kiper, sec-treas, and Gary Birchler, sergeant-at-arms.
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Traditional activities of the freshman class include being responsible for the Homecoming bonfire, and the branding of the Yule Log at the Christmas dinner.

Leading the freshmen, besides president Rick Draughon are Bill Carter, vice-president, Julie Kiper, sec-treas, and Gary Birchler, sergeant-at-arms.

MRS. ROBERT BEAUMIER, president of Nu Province, Sigma Alpha Iota, made her official visit to Beta Delta chapter Dec. 5. Mrs. Beaumier held conferences with the officers and members during her visit. Mrs. Kehler and Mrs. Shreder, candidates for Ski Professional membership were formally pledged. A musical presented by Nancy Preston and Joy Wardin following the pledging ceremony.

At last night's meeting Ginny Clinton gave a report on "Comparing Music Schools in the United States, Russia and Austria." Gwen Seales presented a talk on "Honors and Awards" as fraternity education.
NEW PLEDGES of the AFROTC Angel Flight pose during their first meeting following their selection at a tea held late last month. Left to right they are: Suzie Peterson, Jan Hickox, Ellen Giroux, Marilyn Alexander, Chris Oliver, Bobbie Markert, Carolyn Crothers, and Peg Grieve. These girls will be initiated into the Flight early in the Spring upon completion of their pledge program. Not present when the picture was taken is Rosie Bremer.

Capacity Crowd Sees Messiah
By Roberta Kunto

The UPS School of Music presented the Christmas version of Handel's "Messiah" to a capacity audience Sunday afternoon at the UPS Fieldhouse. Dr. Bruce Rodgers conducted the Chorus which was composed of the Tacoma Choral Society, Adelphian Concert Choir, Clover Park High School Choir and many singers from various church and choral groups of Tacoma. The UPS Tacoma Symphony, also directed by Dr. Rodgers, and Dr. Alma Oncley, organist, accompanied the augmented Choral Society.

Soloists in the "Messiah" presentation were Florence Johnsen Mesler, soprano, Margaret Myles, contralto, Wilber Elliott, Tenor, and Bruce Martin, bass, all who gave commendable performances. The 360-voice augmented Choral Society, UPS-Tacoma symphony and Dr. Oncley, also led by Dr. Rodgers are to be lauded for their performance of Handel's "Messiah".

The community and students look forward to the annual presentation of "The Messiah" as a symbol of the Christmas spirit.

Semester Break Seminar Planned
During semester break, a seminar on the theme, "Concepts of Man," will be held at Lazy F Ranch near Ellensburg, Washington. This seminar will include informal and formal discussion, recreation, and an opportunity to talk with faculty members. The purpose of the seminar is to bring together men from the university and the church community to discuss, together, from different perspectives, mutual issues. "Concept of Man," the discussion topic, will be approached from the point of view of psychology, sociology, philosophy, science and religion. Dr. Ernest Karlstrom of the biology department and the Rev. Leroy Toolsey from Epworth Methodist Church will lead the discussion.

Students will travel by bus to Lazy F Ranch January 24 and will return January 28. The cost for the four days will be about $15. Students who have no plans for Christmas vacation in SC 210. Students are urged to remember that University Chapel is a privilege given them, and if enough interest is not shown it may be eliminated.

UPS Chapel To Feature Readers
The University Chapel will present a Christmas program under the direction of Dr. James Thompson Thursday, Dec. 12. The Choral Readers will carry out the theme for "Advent Enacted" (originally scheduled for Dec. 19) with the presentation of several selections illustrating the sacred side of Christmas. The first recital will be "Christmas," given by Carmel Maekin.

The rest of the program includes: "The Friendly Beasts," "Six Green Singers," "The Legend of Befana," "The Christmas Story from the Bible," and "The Story of Silent Night." Students are urged to remember that University Chapel is a privilege given them, and if enough interest is not shown it may be eliminated.

Semester Break Seminar Planned
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Students will travel by bus to Lazy F Ranch January 24 and will return January 28. The cost for the four days will be about $15. Students who have no plans for Christmas vacation in SC 210.

The 360-voice augmented Choral Society, UPS-Tacoma symphony and Dr. Oncley, also led by Dr. Rodgers are to be lauded for their performance of Handel's "Messiah".

The community and students look forward to the annual presentation of "The Messiah" as a symbol of the Christmas spirit.
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During semester break, a seminar on the theme, "Concepts of Man," will be held at Lazy F Ranch near Ellensburg, Washington. This seminar will include informal and formal discussion, recreation, and an opportunity to talk with faculty members. The purpose of the seminar is to bring together men from the university and the church community to discuss, together, from different perspectives, mutual issues. "Concept of Man," the discussion topic, will be approached from the point of view of psychology, sociology, philosophy, science and religion. Dr. Ernest Karlstrom of the biology department and the Rev. Leroy Toolsey from Epworth Methodist Church will lead the discussion.

Students will travel by bus to Lazy F Ranch January 24 and will return January 28. The cost for the four days will be about $15. Students who have no plans for Christmas vacation in SC 210.

Girls who have worked extra hard for Spur's are honored by being Spur of the Month. So far Neena Reader and Cheryl Hulke have been selected for this honor. Neena is secretary of the group and Cheryl is editor.

6th AVE. FLORIST
Serving UPS and Vicinity
COMPLETE LINE OF FLORAL NEEDS
SK 9-3939
6th and Union

ROSALIE'S
for Smart School Clothes
2718 Sixth Ave.

Mike's Mobil Service
EXPERT BRAKE SERVICE
26th and Alder

Coin-Operated Laundry and Dry Cleaning
at
NEW ERA JIFFY SUDS
3624 - Sixth Avenue
Phone SK 9-1366
Hours 7:30-9 p.m. Sundays 10-6 p.m.
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